
ADELEKE OGUNSONA  Backend Developer

adelekeogunsona@gmail.com +2349060107172 Nigeria 

adelekeogunsona.com adelekeogunsona in/ogunsonaadeleke 

PROFILE

A skilled backend developer with over three years of experience using PHP, Laravel, and both
relational and non-relational databases. Willing to collaborate on building solid and user-friendly
web applications. I enjoy the challenge of designing scalable solutions and committed to
delivering high-quality code within established timelines.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Backend Developer
Cloudde

Jun 2022 – Apr 2024  | Nigeria

•Developed scalable APIs using PHP, Laravel, and MySQL, enabling the learning platform to 
achieve a 50% reduction in response time and a 75% increase in concurrent user capacity.
•Redesigned the payment system by integrating the Paystack payment gateway to enhance user 
experience and to increase online transactions by 40% and user satisfaction by 25% using PHP.
•Collaborated with a team of 5 (frontend, design and tester) to deliver backend services aligned 
with the business objectives. This resulted in a 30% increase in on-time backend service 
delivery.
•Maintained a 99.9% system uptime, minimizing service interruptions and ensuring a 
dependable user experience.

Freelance Developer
Self-Employed

Apr 2021 – Jun 2022  | Remote

•Designed a responsive user-friendly website for a charity NGO using WordPress, with a 
conversion rate of 20% for monthly donations through the site.
•Created an interview management website using PHP, Laravel, and MySQL, providing 
scheduling and candidate tracking, resulting in a 60% increase in efficiency in managing 
multiple job applications.
•Collaborated with clients to understand project requirements, proposing and implementing 
specific backend solutions.
•Integrated various payment gateways (Stripe, Flutterwave, etc.) to enable secure online 
transactions within freelance projects.

SKILLS

PHP, Laravel, Databases: MySQL, PostgreSQL, Python, Web Development: HTML, Bootstrap,

WordPress, Version Control: Git, GitHub, Documentation: Swagger/OpenAPI
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https://adelekeogunsona.com/
https://github.com/adelekeogunsona
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ogunsonaadeleke
https://thecloudde.com/


EDUCATION

BEng. Mechanical Engineering
Olabisi Onabanjo University

2018 – 2023  | Ago Iwoye, Nigeria

Software Engineering
ALX Africa

2022 – 2023

PROJECTS

JobTracker
A job applications tracker that helps users keep track of their job applications, interviews, offers and 
documents.
Stack: Laravel 10, MySQL, Bootstrap 5

ZenSure
Online insurance management system for buying policies, managing coverage, filing claims, and tracking 
status.
Stack: Laravel 10, MySQL, Bootstrap 5

ZeroGym
A gym management app where users are able to access classes, training and one on one lessons with 
trainers.
Stack: PHP 8.0, MySQL, HTML, CSS

Esthoffysubs
Virtual top-up service for hassle-free payments of bills, airtime, data, cable subscriptions, prepaid meter 
tokens, and exam result PINs.
Stack: Laravel 10, MySQL, WordPress, Bootstrap 5

Pick-A-Book
Charity NGO website providing low-cost education to improve literacy among underprivileged Nigerian 
children.
Stack: WordPress, MySQL

LANGUAGES

English Yoruba — Native/Bilingual  — Native/Bilingual
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